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Now That’s The Whiskey’s Talking 

Nelson's Green Brier Distillery Design 
Nashville's Historic Marathon Village 

 
Out in Greenbrier, Tennessee, just north of Nashville, traces of the original 19th-century Nelson's Green 
Brier Distillery are listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  Here in Marathon Village in a growingly 
popular district of Nashville, the resurrected Nelson's Green Brier Distillery is poised to top the lists of places 
to gather, party, taste, and procure your finest small-batch bourbon and whiskey.  
 
Brothers Andy and Charlie Nelson chose to re-build the family business in the historic Marathon Village, a 
revitalized early automobile factory compound whose roots don't stretch quite as far back as Nelson's Green 
Brier Distillery, but whose present-day existence is devoted to the artists and artisans of Nashville.  
"American Pickers"' Mike Wolfe has set up shop among the studios and workshops here, and so have scores 
of other creative entrepreneurs.  It's a colorful place, full of energy, enterprise, and lively music; an ideal 
setting for an artisanal whiskey to set up shop.     
 
Inside the smokey-hued brick façade anchoring the west end of 1414 Clinton Street, the 'Hallway of History' 
welcomes you with vintage photographs, original artifacts and documents from the Nelson’s family distillery 
business dating back to the mid 1800s. To the right is the private event space, overlooking the cavernous 
barrel storage area, where row-upon-row of white oak barrels, all stenciled with the Nelson's Green Brier 
Distillery logo, lie quietly awaiting their bottling time.  A handful of mammoth sherry barrels imported from 
Spain give reserved gallons of Belle Meade Bourbon a rich sherry finish. 
 
To the left of the entrance is a gift shop selling bottles the spirits produced on the premises - but be sure to 
indulge in a sample or two in the tasting room beyond.  The walls of the gift shop are faced with barrel staves 
in a clever 'woven' effect.  Straight ahead, the tasting room itself is partially paneled in oak, with the remainder 
painted a deep green, a dark, comfortable space with a vintage sensibility.  It features a horseshoe-shaped bar, 
and oak top whose base is faced with welded metal panels. Coat hooks fashioned from barrel hoops, 
chandeliers crafted from used Belle Meade Bourbon barrels, and weathered barrels are repurposed into chairs 
by James Broyhill at Heritage Handcrafted to reinforce the theme of old time artisanal whiskey production.  A 
portrait of Charles Nelson, the brother's great-great-great-grandfather, holds court over a fogged mirror at the 
back of the bar.   
 
At the far side of the tasting room, beyond the bar, a large window above a drink rail made of live-edge 
walnut looks out in to the production area: a brightly lit, vast expanse of stainless steel grain bins and vats, 
endless pipe, and "Miss Louisa," the grand copper pot-bellied still itself.  "She" is affectionately named for the 
wife of the original Charles Nelson, the brothers' enterprising forebear, who ran the business after her 
husband's passing until Prohibition shut it all down in 1909.   
 
In late November 2014, Nelson's Green Brier Distillery came back to life.  In its brand new premises in 
Nashville's coolest neighborhood, come see, come taste, come share the heritage. 
 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé – 703.534.8100 
simone@simonesez.com 


